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Abstract
3D point clouds stand as one of the prevalent representations for 3D data, offering the advantage of closely aligning with sensing
technologies and providing an unbiased representation of a measured physical scene. Progressive compression is required for
real-world applications operating on networked infrastructures with restricted or variable bandwidth. We contribute a novel
approach that leverages a recursive binary space partition, where the partitioning planes are not necessarily axis-aligned and
optimized via an entropy criterion. The planes are encoded via a novel adaptive quantization method combined with prediction.
The input 3D point cloud is encoded as an interlaced stream of partitioning planes and number of points in the cells of the
partition. Compared to previous work, the added value is an improved rate-distortion performance, especially for very low
bitrates. The latter are critical for interactive navigation of large 3D point clouds on heterogeneous networked infrastructures.

CCS Concepts
• Mathematics of computing → Coding theory; • Applied computing → Computer-aided design; • Theory of computation
→ Data compression; • Computing methodologies → Point-based models;

1. Introduction

Point clouds, as 3D representations of objects or scenes, have
become ubiquitous in various fields such as reverse engineer-
ing, remote sensing or digital twinning. The accessibility of high-
resolution 3D sensors and scanning technologies has led to a fast
growth in the size of 3D point clouds, posing significant challenges
for storage and transmission. Large point clouds also hamper real-
time remote applications such as visualization and navigation, due
to the latency induced by streaming large volumes of data. In re-
sponse to these challenges, progressive compression techniques
have become crucial for dealing with large 3D point clouds. The
progressive compression of 3D point clouds involves reducing the
amount of data required to represent a given scene, while preserv-
ing its geometric information and providing intermediate represen-
tations of the input data. Intermediate herein often translates into
incomplete (less points), or inaccurate (points with reduced accu-
racy - see Figure 1), or even alternate representations. Effective
progressive compression techniques not only minimize storage and
bandwidth requirements, but also facilitate real-time partial render-
ing and processing. A common objective is to convert the input 3D
point cloud into a stream of refinements, while optimizing a curve
plotting the rate-distortion trade-off.

In this work, we tackle progressive compression of raw, static
3D point clouds, with a focus on scalability for low bit-rates. More
specifically, we seek for satisfactory rate-distortion curves at the
beginning of the transmission. This is an enduring problem because
prediction is harder at low bitrates, and the high variability of 3D
point clouds corresponds to high data entropy. For low bitrates, a
data modeling approach is crucial to highly compress the input 3D

(a) 509B, Compr. ratio 1:34,528 (b) 3.66kB, Compr. ratio 1:4,689

(c) 14.76kB, Compr. ratio 1:1,163 (d) 49.64kB, Compr. ratio 1:346

(e) 247.69kB, Compr. ratio 1:69 (f) 17,163kB, No compression

Figure 1: Progressive decompression of a 3D point cloud acquired on
an industrial site (2M points, depicted in pink). The point cloud is progres-
sively reconstructed by sampling cells of a general (refining) binary space
partition. Our approach improves rate-distortion tradeoffs even on very low
bit-rates.

point cloud. We review next the related work focused on single-rate
or progressive compression of 3D point clouds.
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1.1. Related Work

Since the advent of point-based graphics, 3D point clouds are in-
creasingly popular. Static or dynamic point clouds are used in a
wide range of industrial applications such as digital twinning or
telepresence.

The compression of 3D point clouds has gained some attention
especially in scenarios where efficient storage and transmission is
required. Multiple variants of compression types and objectives ex-
ist, we refer to a comprehensive survey on this topic [CPZ19].
In our taxonomy, we first distinguish between lossy and lossless
compression - the former offering in general higher compression
ratios at the cost of decreased accuracy. Low processing cost fa-
cilitates deployment over limited or heterogeneous architectures.
Progressiveness is mandatory for scalable, real-time applications
on networked infrastructures . Compression is also applied to point
clouds with attributes such as colors or semantic labels.

Good compression ratios are often achieved by leveraging con-
cepts from information theory and geometry, taking advantage of
specific properties of 3D point clouds. We explore next some of
those concepts.

Entropy coding. Entropy coding is a widely adopted method for
generic data compression [Huf52]. Based on information theory,
the entropy of a source of symbols is a measure of the uncertainty
or randomness inherent in the input data. It quantifies the average
amount of information produced by the source, per symbol. It also
provides an upper bound on the number of bits required to represent
each symbol of the source efficiently. An entropic coder leverages
the distribution of symbols to approach the optimal compression ra-
tios by assigning short codes to frequent symbols, and vice-versa.
An adaptive entropic coder updates the distribution of symbols dur-
ing encoding, to avoid transmitting a priori the full distribution.

However, the distribution of symbols is less intuitive to define for
3D point clouds. Encoding the floating point coordinates is possible
[ILS05], but the distribution of point coordinates is sparse and is
unlikely to exhibit significant repetitions that can benefit entropic
coding. Vector quantization [Gra84] is a common transform that
generates a spatially coherent distribution of symbols. However, it
still carries an additional cost resulting from the sequence order,
proportional to the number of possible permutations (log2(n!) bits
for n non-duplicated points.) This information is useless and shall
be discarded by the encoder. Finding an adequate transform is an
open problem and various solutions have been proposed.

1D ordering. A first line of approaches pioneered by Gumhold
et al. [GKIS05] compute a spatially coherent order of the points
via spanning trees. Such trees facilitate prediction of future points
from previously encoded ones. Additionally, the residuals (correc-
tive vectors after prediction) exhibit a low excursion and highly
unbalanced distribution, making entropy encoding effective. This
suggests a predictive delta encoding where the difference between
the prediction and the next symbol is encoded. A predictor paired
with a tailored quantization model tends to skew the distribution of
these delta-coded symbols towards zero, with lower entropy. While
simple and effective, this approach does not offer progressiveness.

2D Projection. Another line of approaches consists in using 2D
projections of the input points onto a set of planar surfaces. Such
projections can leverage well-known image or video encoders to
compress depth maps with attributes that can be reconstructed into
point clouds. These approaches were introduced for compression
[OS04] as well as for spectral analysis [PG01]. Spectral representa-
tions are leveraged for efficient encoding of depth information and
for dynamic point clouds by taking advantage of spatio-temporal
coherency [MSMW07]. The latter approach has been adopted by
the Moving Picture Expert Group (MPEG) as one of the standards
for point cloud compression [SPB∗18].

3D partitioning. Another popular representation relies on itera-
tive space partitioning. Octrees are quite popular among those rep-
resentations. In this model, the bounding box of the input point
cloud is recursively subdivided into eight regular spatial regions
(octants), and only the (binary) occupancy of each octant is en-
coded. The recursive nature of octree offers progressiveness. Such
a data model was utilized for compression [PK03] as it offers sev-
eral relevant properties: (1) Each empty region does not require
further bisection, preventing the waste of occupancy bits there (see
empty regions in 2a); (2) Occupancy bits of an octree factors out the
encoding of all points of an octant. More specifically, each octant
encodes the most significant bit (on each dimension) of all its en-
closed points. The first level of octree decomposition thus encodes
using 8 bits an equivalent of 3n bits where n denotes the number of
input points . Octrees are thus similar in spirit to the Haar wavelet
transform [Haa09] proposed for image compression [Mal89], but
deal with points coordinates instead of pixel intensities.

Octree-based methods are especially popular for compression of
static point clouds [SK06, ZGL20, QLX21], and several variants
have been proposed. Some approaches apply predictive encoding
using the already decoded context and local geometric properties
such as continuity or planarity [SK06]. Other approaches utilize
the occupancy information of neighboring octants as prior to pre-
dict the occupancy probability of the current octant [QLX21]. Such
an occupancy predictor is combined with another predictor for pla-
nar sections to guide the probability model. Octant traversal is also
ordered so as to favor occupancy prediction [HPKG06, JTC∗12].
Some approaches combine quadtrees with binary trees [KLL∗18],
or simpler binary space partitions [DG00] to increase factorization
and improve the final rate-distortion tradeoffs.

Octrees offer an advantage over generic BSP data structures
by implicitly defining bisecting primitives. They, However, cannot
adapt to the object geometry. A generic BSP data structure must en-
code the bisecting primitive.It can however adapt to the geometrical
properties of the object. One approach consist in iteratively parti-
tioning a point cloud based on its local PCA properties [BLL∗06].
The bisecting plane is encoded with Euler angle and its distance to
origin. Although this method requires more bits for plane encoding,
the cost is compensated by the adaptation to the point cloud geom-
etry. Others used a more rigid method where the direction remain
implicitly defined but the plane position can vary [ZXLL17].

Standardization. The popularity of 3D point clouds for real-
world applications motivated the emergence of two MPEG stan-
dards [ISO12]. They correspond to variations of the aforemen-
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tioned solutions: an octree-based encoder referred to as G-PCC
suited to sparse point distributions, and a planar-projection-based
approach referred to as V-PCC [JPM∗19] suited to uniform dense
dynamic 3D point clouds. The Joint Picture Expert group (JPEG)
also records a standardization proposal based on voxelization and
encoding via deep learning [GRR∗22]. Finally, the interest of in-
dustrial companies for 3D point clouds is confirmed by patents on
compression methods [MTS∗22, WLHS23, JDL∗21].

Deep learning Deep learning approaches also made their way into
point cloud compression. Autoencoders are relevant for lossy en-
coding [QVD19], where residual vectors after prediction are quan-
tized and encoded using neural networks. Neural networks have
been used to predict the octant occupancy in octree representa-
tions [NQVD21], or to predict the probability distribution of oc-
tants [QLX21]. These approaches are however complex to train as
each new sensing modality often requires retraining of the network.
They are also more memory- and compute-intensive than previous
approaches in general.

LiDAR. Some approaches are tailored to LiDAR point clouds
[TTMT16], based on spectral analysis [PG01]. The main idea is
to take advantage of the regularity (in spherical coordinates) of the
LiDAR sampling process, and of prior knowledge on the sensing
sequence to recast the problem as the one of compression of depth
images. Other approaches leverage different image encoding meth-
ods such as autoencoders [TTCT19].

Attributes. A related topic is the compression of point cloud at-
tributes such as colors, reflectivity or semantic labels. Albeit this
topic is outside the scope of this paper, we mention two approaches
based on graph transforms [ZFL14] and Haar wavelets [DQC16].

Discussion. As discussed above, many approaches rely on spatial
subdivisions and related transforms. As most of these subdivisions
are both axis-aligned and regular (bisecting cells symmetrically),
they are suboptimal for most real-world cases. Consider e.g., such
a 3D space partition [GD02]. The related compression approach
is effective when many points are located in one cell, the optimal
case being when all points are superimposed - a degenerate case,
and the worst case being a uniform point cloud. A simple point
cloud sampled on a horizontal 2D segment already requires many
subdivision levels, see Figure 2(a). The localization capability is
even lower when the sampled 2D segment is not axis-aligned - see
Figure 2(b), due to aliasing. Using non-axis-aligned, non-regular
subdivision is more effective (Figure 2(c)).

Another degree of freedom lies into the ordering of the bisec-
tions. The aforementioned approach [GD02] relies on breadth first
canonical ordering (see Figure 2a). The virtue of such an ordering
is to provide a decreasing error bound during decoding. However,
it does not prioritize high density cells containing most of the in-
formation. This has a negative impact on rate-distortion since the
encoder spends bits for almost empty cells.

1.2. Positioning and contributions

Departing from standard axis-aligned data structures, we design an
approach that solves the aforementioned issues. Our framework is
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Figure 2: Binary space partitioning in 2D. (a) Regular, axis-aligned
space bisection (favorable case), approximation with 5 levels of bisection
(10 bisecting planes). (b) Axis-aligned regular space bisection (unfavorable
case), approximation with 8 levels of bisection (72 bisecting planes). (c)
Non axis-aligned, non-regular space bisection, approximation with 4 levels
of bisection (4 bisecting planes).

inspired by the elegant “cardinality” approach pioneered by Dev-
illers and Gandoin [DG00], which performs a recursive space sub-
division while encoding the number of points in each cell. In their
approach, space subdivision is a kD-tree induced by symmetric,
axis-aligned planes, and canonical ordering of the bisections. This
approach yields satisfactory rate-distortion ratios for a low compu-
tational complexity, and was implemented in the Draco geometry
compression library [Dra]. Our approach utilizes arbitrary planes
instead, which are optimized from an entropy criterion. In addition,
we devise an adaptive ordering of the bisections. Relying upon ar-
bitrary planes offers novel degrees of freedom but comes at a cost,
as we must encode them. We devise a novel encoding scheme for
3D planes that combines adaptive quantization and prediction. Our
experiments demonstrate that such an approach yields significant
improvements in terms of compression ratios and rate-distortion
trade-offs.

In summary, our contributions are:

• Algorithm: a novel way to encode an input unstructured 3D
point cloud based on general binary space partitioning.
• Optimization: a novel entropy-based metric that governs the

choice of bisecting 3D planes.
• Encoding: an adaptive quantization and prediction approach

based on Fibonacci curves and principal covariance analysis of
3D cells, tailored to encode 3D planes.

2. Our Approach

We now define several terms:

• Cell: Refers to a convex 3D polyhedral cell of the binary space
partition.
• Bisection: Action of subdividing a cell into two sub-cells.
• Cardinality: Number of points in a cell.
• BSP: Binary space partition.

2.1. Overview

Our approach takes a 3D point cloud as input, and generates as
output a stream of refinements. For encoding, we start by comput-
ing a root cell - by default the bounding box of the input points
- and optimize a binary space partition of it by recursive bisec-
tion. The output stream is constructed by encoding and interlacing
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the bisecting planes and cardinality information of each BSP bi-
section. Bisecting planes are chosen based on an entropy criterion,
and adaptively quantized and predicted based on the shape of the
current bisected cell. During decoding, the binary space partition
is iteratively refined, and we uniformly sample points in each cell
(where the number of sampled points for a cell equates its decoded
cardinality.) The distortion of such a progressive compression is
measured between the input point cloud and a sampling of the cells
of the BSP based on the cardinality information. Figure 3 depicts
an overview of our approach in 2D.
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Figure 3: Overview of our approach in 2D. Top: Iterative bisection of
cells organized in a specific order. The data of each bisection (planes and
cardinality) are organized into a stream (middle-top) that is quantized and
encoded (middle). Bottom: The decoder recovers the encoded bisecting
lines and cardinality information, and refines the binary space partition.
The point cloud is reconstructed by uniform sampling of the cells.

The atomic operator of our approach bisects a cell into two sub-
cells using a bisecting plane. It then encodes the bisecting plane
and the cardinality in one of the two sub-cells, the other cardinality
being implicitly deduced. The bisection process recurs until either
the cell cardinality is smaller than a user-defined threshold (set by
default to 3 points), or a maximum user-defined tolerance error is
met (by default set to the sampling radius distance, defined later).
We consider this tolerance to be met when the diameter of the cell
(maximal distance between cell vertices) is smaller than the tol-
erance. Two examples of such atomic bisections are depicted by
Figure 5.

Encoder. The complete encoding algorithm proceeds offline as
follows: The sequence of optimal (quantized) bisecting planes is
generated in tandem with the construction of the binary space par-
tition. We obtain two sequences: the quantized bisecting planes and
residuals of predicted cardinality. These two sequences are then in-
terlaced and encoded using arithmetic encoding [WNC87].

Decoder. The complete decoding algorithm proceeds online as fol-
lows. It first reads the header containing the bounding box and total
cardinality. It then decodes the bitstream to recover the bisecting
planes and cardinality values to reconstruct the BSP-tree. At any
time during decoding, the cells can be uniformly sampled to recon-
struct a 3D point cloud.

2.2. Bisecting Planes

The elegant idea behind the “cardinality” transform [DG00] is that
encoding the number of points inside a cell (of a progressively re-
fined partition) instead of the point coordinates provides informa-
tion for all points in the said cell. Intuitively, it compresses by fac-
toring out more bits of accuracy for all points in the cell. Such a
factorization principle is even more effective when the input point
cloud is non-uniform. We leverage such a non-uniformity principle
to determine the optimal bisecting plane by maximizing the differ-
ence of density between sub-cells after bisection. Intuitively, the
optimal planes must tightly “sandwich” points sampled on a pla-
nar surface part, or loosely sandwich points sampled on a curved
surface part. This is feasible by adequately choosing the bisect-
ing plane. The plane selection must allow the folowing operation:
Carving large empty space if any, splitting two sampled parts sepa-
rated by empty space, or splitting dense parts. In our initial experi-
ments, we realized that the repertoire of such required operators is
potentially infinite. The definition of an optimal bisecting plane be-
ing an ill-posed problem, we analyze instead the information con-
tained in a 3D point cloud based on the notion of entropy.

2.2.1. Entropy-based metric

A first step consists in quantifying the information transmitted per
point. In the naive approach where points are encoded sequentially,
this quantity is evaluated by counting the number of bits transmit-
ted, divided by the number of points. In the case of a regular, axis-
aligned binary space partition, a cell is symmetrically subdivided
into two subcells of equal volume, and the cardinality of one sub-
cell is encoded [DG00]. An analysis shows that the number of bits
per point encoded at each bisection level is 1. Each bisection sepa-
rating a cell along its most important dimension into two sub-cells,
this is equivalent to providing the next most significant bit of a uni-
form quantization scheme for all points. We now wish to address
the analog for general binary space partitions.

We first propose Lb, to calculate the total number of bits en-
coded:

Lb = n1 · log2

(
Vt

V1

)
+n2 · log2

(
Vt

V2

)
, (1)

where ni denotes the number of points in partition i, Vi denotes the
volume of partition i and Vt denotes the total volume V1 +V2.

This quantity is derived from the fact that one symmetrical axis
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aligned subdivision encode for each point one bit of information(
log2

(
Vt

1/2·VT

))
and from the definition of the Shannon entropy

from information theory [Sha48]:

ES = p(X) · log2 (p(X)) , (2)

where p(X) denotes the probability of symbol X .

We can verify that Equation 1 is consistent with the aforemen-
tioned quantity for a symmetric bisection where V1 = V2 = Vt/2.
This equation results from transforming the information of per-
point localization into a number of bits. However, this equation is
insufficient for driving a bisection scheme. For example, comput-
ing Equation 1 as shown by Figure 4 would yield the same entropy
for both sub-cells after bisection, while the bisection shown Figure
4(a) is more effective at localizing points.

L1-2

(a)

L1-2

(b)

Figure 4: Naive entropy-driven bisection. Both bisections (a) and (b)
correspond to the same entropy while (a) better localizes the points by gen-
erating one empty and one dense sub-cell.

The issue comes from defining a pure per-point metric: Equation
1 represents for each point the amount of localization information
provided independently from their spatial distribution. An ideal bi-
section would however optimize the localization of the whole dis-
tribution.

V1

C1

n2

n1

(36)

0

V2

C2

L1-2

V3

C4

11

(25)

n3

n4

V4

C3

L3-4

C1

n1

Figure 5: Two bisection steps. We initially bisect the bounding box
(C1∪C2) into C1 and C2, then bisect C2 into C3 and C4 (note that bisect-
ing C1 is not necessary since n1 = 0). nk denotes the number of points in
Ck , Vk denotes the volume of Ck and L(k)−(l) denotes the bisection plane
between Ck and Cl .

We now analyze the notion of point cloud information. While
the localization of 3D points in space is informative, the localiza-
tion of empty space is equally informative. The following entropy
metric views a point cloud as a density distribution p ∈ R3. The

entropy of such a distribution can be defined as the differential en-
tropy [Sha48]:

E0(p) =
∫

X∈V
p(X) · log2(p(X))dX , (3)

where p denotes the probability density distribution, and V denotes
the probability domain.

From a given density distribution function, considering an esti-
mation of this distribution p̂, we can define a cross entropy func-
tion. This provides a measure of the entropic distance (encoding
cost) between the estimated distribution and the real one. The cross
entropy is estimated as:

Ec(V, p̂) =−
∫

X∈V
p(X) · log2

(
p̂(X)

p(X)

)
dX , (4)

where p̂ denotes the probability density estimation function.

If we were to use the information provided by a bisection to mod-
ify the density distribution estimator p̂(X), we can utilize the dif-
ference between the cross entropy (Equation 4) of the cell and its
two sub-cells (after bisection) as quality metric for selecting a bi-
section. A qualitative bisection yields a significant reduction of the
cross entropy. More specifically, and according to Equation 5, a bi-
section B generating two volumes (V1 and V2) and two new density
estimations (p̂1 and p̂2) would evaluate to the bisection entropy:

EB = Ec(V, p̂)−Ec(V1, p̂1)−Ec(V2, p̂2). (5)

Two terms remain to define. (1) p̂(X) is a representation of the
density estimator available to the decoder. Since at each bisection,
we only know the cardinality information of the cells, only a crude
approximation can be computed. As our sampling model is uni-
form, we consider a constant density function on a cell derived from
the volume of the cell and its cardinality. (2) The pointwise density
p(X) is more complex as it should represent the local density at
point X ∈R3 . We could consider a normal distribution around each
point representing a “dilution” of this point on a volumetric do-
main. However, integrating many such distribution functions (one
for each point) over non-trivial domains (polyhedral cells) is com-
putationally intractable, and a simplified version of Equation 4 and
5 is necessary.

With the definition of p̂ constant on a cell above, minimizing
Equation 5 then amounts to minimize the variation of p(X) over the
sub-cells . Minimizing this variation for a sparse uniformly sampled
point cloud mainly amounts to generating cells that contain points
either almost everywhere or mostly nowhere. With this principle in
mind, and matching our will to keep the computations tractable, we
generated the final entropic metric to drive the bisections:

Entropy =−V1
Vt
·
(
R1v · log2(R1v)+R1 f · log2(R1 f )

)
−V2

Vt
·
(
R2v · log2(R2v)+R2 f · log2(R2 f )

) (6)

where V1 denotes the volume of C1 (Cell 1), Vt denotes he volume
of C1∪C2, R1 f denotes the ratio of “full” volume in C1 (see below),
and R1v denotes the ratio of “empty” volume in C1 (see below).
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This is a significant simplification of the previous equations.
More specifically, we use three simplifications:

Firstly, and to estimate p(X), we choose to model the density
function around points as:

f (r) =

{
1 if r < rε

0 otherwise

where rε is chosen to be half the value of the estimated sampling
distance calculated as:

rε =
1
n

(
∑

p∈Pc

1
k

(
∑

pi∈Nk(p)
L2(p, pi)

))
,

where Pc denotes the input point cloud, n denotes the number of
points in Pc, and Nk(p) denotes the k nearest neighbors of p with
k = 6.

Secondly, we ignore the intersections between balls to reduce
computations, by summing up the ball volumes.

Lastly, we ignore the boundary conditions of the integration do-
main in Equation 3 and integrate over the whole space instead. The
integral of f over the whole space is 4

3 .π.r
3
ε , this integral for all

points in a cell is used to represent the volume of “full” space. How-
ever, since this estimated volume could exceed the volume of the
cell with the previous simplifications, we bound it to this volume to
prevent degeneracies.

Finally, modifying Equation 3 yields the full volume estimation
V f as:

V f = ∑
p∈C

γ f ·
(

4
3
·π · r3

ε

)
= nC · γ f ·

4
3
·π · r3

ε ,

where γ f is a volume correction term ( see C), C is the current cell,
rε is the sampling distance and nC is the cardinality of C. This ap-
proach is efficient to compute and remove the need for computing
intersections between steps functions around each point of the in-
put and the integration domain (cell C, a polyhedral complex of
arbitrary degree).

2.2.2. Normal direction quantification

Contrary to standard approaches relying on axis-aligned, symmet-
ric planes, our bisecting planes must be encoded. The algebraic
representation of a plane (Equation 7) is precise but encoding four
floating point numbers would be prohibitive in terms of bitrates.

A 3D plane P is defined as:

P = a · x+b · y+ c · z+d, (7)

where ~n(a,b,c) denotes its normal vector, and −d denotes the
signed distance to the origin.

We design an adaptive quantification scheme that separates the
plane into its normal direction (defined on the unit sphere S2 ) from
the displacement, i.e. the signed distance from the origin (defined
in IR). We sample S2 by sampling along a Fibonacci sampling se-
quence [MS01] (see B) and the displacement with uniform samling
in the bound of the cell.

This approach scales to an arbitrary number of samples. How-
ever, a regular sampling is not optimal in few cases, especially
when the bisected cell is anisotropic. More specifically, when the
cell is pencil-shaped or flat, multiple bisecting directions sampled
on the sphere are close or equivalent. When the cell is mostly pla-
nar, only planes orthogonal to the cell’s “plane” are relevant for
bisection. We thus only need to sample the space S1 of these or-
thogonal planes, or equivalently through a bijection [0;2 ·π] to ob-
tain such a bisection plane. When the cell is pencil-shaped, all di-
rections are equivalent except for degenerate cases where the plane
direction and the major principal component of the cell are orthog-
onal. To optimize the sampling on S2, we use the principal compo-
nent eigenvalues to estimate the cell dimension as:

ψ1 =
10

√
122 ·P4

1
P2 ·P3

, (8)

where P1,2,3 are the three eigenvalues of the principal component
analysis of the volume of the cell.

ψ1 is derived from the analysis of the dimensions of a box-
shaped cell. More specifically, we consider a parallelepiped whose
principal component coincide with the one of the cell. ψ1 is set to
match with the longest side of the parallelepiped. (similarly ψ2 and
ψ3 are set to match respectively the second longest and smallest
side).

We then compute the number of samples according to the cell
dimensions with:

Qo =

(
λo ·
√

ψ1 ·ψ2 +ψ1 ·ψ3 +ψ2 ·ψ3
rε

)dim−1

(9)

ψ1,ψ2,ψ3 = Estimated cell dimension from eq. 8
rε = Point cloud sampling distance
λo = Scaling parameter

dim =

√
(ψ1+ψ2+ψ3)

3

ψ3
1+ψ3

2+ψ3
3

We start by sampling the sphere with the aforementioned Fi-
bonacci sequence, and we choose a selection of vectors that best
match the cell geometry. More specifically, we use the dimension
estimation along each principal component (Equation 8) to cal-
culate an estimation of the local cell moment (Equation 10) over
each sampled component. We calculate the sum σt of the local mo-
ments for all components, and we divide the segment [0,σt ] into
k bins (k being the range of quantified plane normal directions)
Σ0 =

{[
0, σt

k
]
,
]

σt
k ,

2.σt
k

]
, ...,

]
(k−1).σt

k ,σt

]}
. More specifically, we

calculate the cumulative sum on each component and locate the
segment of Σ0 that contains the said cumulative sum. If after the
addition of the local moment, we end up in a different segment of
Σ0 than before, we keep the direction. Otherwise, we continue. We
end up with a set of maximum k quantized plane normal directions
that are considered for the optimization.
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Figure 6: Entropy-driven bisection in 2D. We recursively bisect the cells using bisecting lines that minimize the entropic metric defined by Equation 6. The
optimizer first carves empty space (a, b, c). It then starts carving along sampled line segments (with high density) as this maximizes cardinality on one side
while minimizing empty space. Note how the algorithm carves empty space again when a bisection generates a new opportunity to isolate a significant volume
of empty space. The next bisection then carves empty space (e.g. (e) green cell or (g) pink cell).
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M(dl) = Mv ·dT
l ·

ψ2 ·ψ3
ψ1 ·ψ3
ψ1 ·ψ2

T

(10)

Mv = Matrix of PCA eigenvectors
dl = Current normalized direction vector
ψ1,ψ2,ψ3 = Estimated cell dimension from eq. 8

Figure 7: Adaptive sampling of plane normal direction. A principal com-
ponent analysis enables adaptive sampling of plane normal directions. The
adaptative sampling variate the number of plane direction sampled. When
the cell is 3D (Top-left) a high number of sample in S2 is used (Bottom-left).
When it is plannar (Top middle) less sample directions are used and those
tend to be orthogonal the the cell’s "planar" direction (Bottom-middle).
when the cell is "linear" (Top-right), only one direction, the principal com-
ponent is used (Bottom-right)

2.2.3. Displacement quantification

To quantize the plane displacement (distance to origin) we first se-
lect the maximal range of quantification (number of displacement
values) based on the cell characteristics (PCA), the selected plane
normal direction di and the sampling distance rε. A user-defined
parameter λd (set by default to 0.6) enables variation in the quanti-
zation range with a maximum set by default to 128 bins.

Qd = λd ·
||Mv ·dT ·Mp||

rε

(11)

Mv = Matrix of PCA eigenvectors
d = Current quantized plane direction (unit vector)
Mp = Diagonal matrix of PCA eigenvalues

We then sample regularly between the two furthest points of the
cell according to the current direction and range Qd , see Figure 8.

2.2.4. Optimization

From the quantized plane normal direction and displacement dis-
cussed above, we obtain a total of ∑

Qo
i=1 Qd(di) candidate bisecting

planes. For selecting the optimal bisecting plane, we proceed as
follows. For each quantized plane normal direction, the k different

pmin

pmax

pmean

Qd

0

(11)

1
2

3
4

5

-1
-2

-3
-4

-5

ni

(a)

pmin

pmax

pmean

Qd

0

(1)

ni

(b)

Figure 8: Displacement sampling: ni denotes the current plane normal
direction, pmin and pmax denote the min-max values projected onto com-
ponent ni, pmean = pmin+pmax

2 , Qd is the range of displacements. Left: The
displacement quantization give multiple candidate (11) due to the cell di-
mension being important into the chosen direction. Right: The cell is small
in the sampled direction so the only possibility for quantized direction is
the displacement of the midpoint of the furthest opposed vertices for this
direction.

quantized displacement values subdivide the space into k+ 1 sec-
tions (k parallel planes). Each input point in the current cell belongs
to only one of the sections. We thus count the number of points in
each section. For each quantized candidate displacement, we can
efficiently determine the number of points in its positive and nega-
tive half spaces in order to evaluate the entropic metric (Equation 6)
for each candidate plane (section 2.2.1). This procedure is repeated
for each quantized plane normal direction, and the plane that min-
imize the entropic metric is selected for bisection. We then encode
the quantized plane’s normal direction and displacement into the
bitstream.

We explored alternative optimization approaches such as gra-
dient based method, gradient-free methods, and hierarchical opti-
mization. However, the gradient-based approach revealed complex
to optimize as many combinatorial changes occur when relocating
the bisecting plane. The gradient-free approach based on the Nev-
ergrad library [RT18] expects a notion of neighborhood of quan-
tized values for better performance. However, this condition is not
met for our quantified plane directions generated by Fibonacci sam-
pling. Hierarchical optimization methods generated too many local
minima to be of practical interest.

2.2.5. Prediction

For each cell c to be bisected, we predict a default bisecting plane
as follows. The normal of the bisecting plane is defined as the prin-
cipal component of c, computed in closed form (see Appendix).
Note that such a direction matches the one of the plane utilized in
previous work [DG00]. In addition, the default plane is constrained
to pass through the midpoint of the bounding segment (see Figure
8).

© 2024 The Authors.
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2.3. Cardinality

The cardinality (number of points) in one of the two sub-cells must
be encoded after each bisection. The cardinality always refers to
the sub-cell located in the halfspace above the bisecting plane. Pre-
dicting the cardinality of the sub-cell reveals difficult. A first is-
sue comes from the variable range of possible values, even if they
are bounded by the cardinality of the parent cell. A high range of-
ten corresponds to higher entropy since the probability of repeating
values is small. Another issue is that, unlike previous work [DG00]
where regular bisections tend to equaly spread points on both sides,
our bisection does not promote equal volumes between the two sub-
cells. In our experiments, a sub-cell cardinility is predicted with
n̂c = np ∗ Vc

Vp
where n̂c is the child cell predicted cardinality, np is

the parent cell cardinality and Vc(Vp) is the child (parent) cell vol-
ume. We then encode the difference between the predicted and the
actual number of points on the positive side of the bisecting plane.
The number of points in the negative side is deduced defined by
matching the cardinality between the parent cell and its two sub-
cells.

[DG00]

Figure 9: Cardinality prediction. We plot the rate-distortion curves for
three cardinality prediction methods: one based on volume share between
the two cells, a second one predicting that each of the two sub-cells contains
half of the points, the last one with no predictions. The baseline is also
plotted for reference. We observe that the predictor based on volume share
performs slightly better though the benefit is marginal.

2.4. Ordering

Using a canonical (breadth-first) order (as in previous work) is sub-
optimal in our case because the depth of our bisection tree is in
general higher than previous work. This is due to our entropy met-
ric designed to isolate cells that are either empty or full. This leads
to bisection operators carving empty space, leaving many dense
sub-cells.

Figure 6 depicts how, after 3 bisections (Figures 6(a), 6(b), 6(c))
where we could have up to 23 cells of interests, only one cell has
non-zero cardinality.

In order to process the most informative cells first, we use a pri-
ority queue and define the priority value for cell C as VC ·nC where
VC is the cell volume and VC its cardinality. Figure 10 compares

the rate-distortion curves for our method with two different order-
ing schemes (canonical vs importance-based), and the baseline ap-
proach [DG00] that utilizes a canonical ordering alternating plane
orientations along x, y and z axes.

Ours importance ordering
Ours canonical ordering

[DG00]

Figure 10: Impact of ordering the bisection operators. We plot the rate-
distortion curves for two ordering rules of the bisection operators: canoni-
cal vs importance-based, and for the baseline approach.

2.5. Bitstream

The output bitstream first contains a header that describes the root
cell (by default set to the bounding box) and the total cardinality.
The rest of the bitstream is a series of sections that contains the in-
formation required to reconstruct the binary space partition. Each
section encodes (1) the quantized residual of the plane normal di-
rection, (2) the quantized residual of the plane displacement, and
(3) the signed residual of the predicted cardinality. We utilize three
distinct entropy encoders, each with its own context, and interlace
the three related streams as a single stream. See Figure 11 and Fig-
ure 12.

Header
Plane 1

Direction Displacement Cardinality
Plane 2

Direction Displacement Cardinality Direc

Figure 11: Output bitstream. The header describes the root cell and to-
tal cardinality. Each section provides three elements: the bisecting plane
direction and its displacement, and the cardinality.

2.6. Decoding

The decoder proceeds like the encoder. It first reads the header,
then starts decoding the bitstream via three arithmetic decoders.
Each section is decoded and the bisecting planes and cardinality are
reconstructed from the predictors. As all predictors are designed
from the same (quantized) cells used during encoding, a similar
state machine is preserved. At any point in time during decoding,
a 3D point cloud can be reconstructed by uniformly sampling the
cells.

© 2024 The Authors.
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Figure 12: Distribution in the bitstream. We plot the size of the different
components of the stream: plane normal directions, plane displacements
and cardinality. Encoding the planes is costly, but cardinality dominates
the overall cost.

3. Experiments

3.1. Implementation details

We implemented our approach in C++ using the CGAL library
[The24], for the geometric data structures, the Eigen library for
principal component analysis and other algebraic computations,
the Intel TBB library for parallel computations, and the Draco li-
brary for both comparisons and arithmetic encoding. Additionally,
we used the Nevergrad (Python) library [RT18] to conduct experi-
ments on gradient-free optimization. All timings are measured on
a Dell precision laptop with an Intel i7-12850HX CPU clocked at
2.4 GHz, and 64 GBytes of memory.

3.2. PSNR distortion

For measuring distortion, we adopt the common peak signal-to-
noise ratio (PSNR) [TOF∗17] computed point-to-point and sym-
metrically between the input point cloud and the point cloud recon-
structed by the decoder. More specifically, the two-sided point-to-
point distortion is defined as Chamfer distance:

CD = ∑
p∈P0

dL2(p,Nr(p))+ ∑
p∈Pr

dL2(p,N0(p)), (12)

whereP0 is The input point cloud;Pr is the Reconstructed/decoded
point cloud, N0 is the Nearest neighbor point in P0, Nr is the
Nearest neighbor point in Pr, dL2 is the L2 Euclidean distance

We then compute the PSNR as:

PSNR = 10 · log

(
s2

CD

)
, (13)

where s denotes the longest edge diagonal of the bounding box (for
other signals, s denotes the representative intensity of the signal).

3.3. Evaluation and comparisons

We evaluate and compare our approach with three methods
based on binary space partitions [DG00, Dra, BLL∗06]. We re-
implemented the baseline as a special case of our generic frame-
work [DG00]. The Draco library [Dra] implements a slightly mod-
ified version of the baseline, where the reconstructed point cloud
is obtained by generated one centroid per cell, instead of sampling
the cells uniformly. We implemented a BSP method that uses a non-
axis aligned subdivision scheme with a plane orthogonal to the lo-
cal principal components of the points, and shifted to the median of
the points [BLL∗06].

For measuring rate-distortion tradeoffs for Draco [Dra], we in-
terrupt the encoding at different subdivision depths. At each depth,
we encode the stream obtained and measure its size to determine
the bitrate. Given the current stream, the decoder reconstructs the
point cloud and we measure the PSNR distortion.

This process generates a set of rate-distortion points for each
approach. We plot the PSNR-distortion against the bitrate for the
three following input 3D point clouds:

1. Observatory: LiDAR outdoor scan of the Eiffel observatory
(city of Nice): 2M points, non-uniform sampling.

2. Oil pump: Laser scan of a mechanical part: 542k points sam-
pled on a surface with semi-sharp features.

3. Rhino: Laser scan of a statue: 2M points sampled on a freeform
surface [Jac78, Lar].

Those point clouds, as well as the results of progressive compres-
sion, are available in the additional ZIP archive.

Figures 14, 16, 15 plot rate-distortion curves. For each point
cloud, we select three data points on the rate-distortion curve ( 1 ,
2 and 3 ) with similar rates. For each data point, we depict the

related reconstructed point cloud. Note that these data points are
not exactly aligned vertically, as matching the exact same rate (ab-
scissa) is difficult since the rate is known only when the interlaced
streams are arithmetically encoded.

Our approach quickly captures the perceived geometry of the
input 3D point cloud, and yields a more faithful approximation.
In comparison, symmetric, axis-aligned approaches require many
more planes and a higher bitrate to recover a similar reconstruc-
tion, which still exhibit significant voxelization artifacts. Although
we spend more bits for encoding the bisecting planes, the rate-
distortion curves and pointwise errors (Figure 17 and 18) show that
the it is beneficial. Our general BSP data structure generates tighter
cells that sandwich the points tightly on planar parts, and produce
faceted approximations on curved parts. Note that our approach
uses fewer and fewer quantized planes, down to the default planes
(predicted at zero cost) as compression progresses (when cells be-
come flat or pencil-like shaped). This prevents us from wasting bits
where unnecessary. The additional material provides a ZIP archive
containing an animated GIF of the progressive decompression of
the Rhino point cloud.

3.4. Timings and memory

We now evaluate computation times and peak memory against
number of input points and number of planes used for encod-
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Figure 13: Input 3D point clouds used for experiments and comparisons. Left: Observatory. Middle: Rhino. Right: Oil pump.

Method Ours [Dg-00] Draco [BLL*06]

Comp. Size PSNR Comp. Size PSNR Comp. Size PSNR Comp. Size PSNR
rate rate rate rate

Observatory
1:14,940 909B 45.16 1:7,800 1.70kB 41.08 1:11,598 1.14kB 38.10 1:10262 1.29kb 39.88
1:1,916 6.92kB 47.63 1:1,913 6.85kB 43.62 1:1,242 10.68kB 41.00 1:610 21.74kB 42.80
1:249 53.24kB 50.24 1:153 85.60kB 48.24 1:439 30.21kB 46.97 1:128 102.56kB 46.03

Rhino
1:26,291 913B 49.81 1:11,561 1.87kB 47.26 1:9,030 2.60kB 44.50 1:9543 2.46kB 46.91
1:3,386 6.92kB 54.23 1:3,023 7.75kB 50.83 1:2,459 9.53kB 47.29 1:2399 9.77kB 49.02
1:427 54.94kB 57.71 1:225 103.77kB 55.90 1:2,459 90.67kB 53.72 1:200 116.33kB 51.92

Pump
1:3,348 1.90kB 23.15 1:3,834 1.66kB 20.11 1:2,609 2.44kB 16.30 1:2430 2.62kB 17.02
1:1,006 6.32kB 25.48 1:953 6.67kB 22.47 1:727 8.75kB 19.39 1:667 9.53kB 19.85
1:142 44.74kB 28.09 1:146 43.60kB 25.91 1:97 65.59kB 25.43 1:70 91.45kB 26.00

Table 1: Bitlengths and rate-distortion values. For three approaches and three input point clouds, we measure for three levels of details the compression
rates, the bitlength after encoding and the corresponding PSNR distortion.

#Points #Planes Timing RAM

Opt. Enc. Dec.

100k
2k 4s 31ms 64ms

1.2GB20k 22s 294ms 685ms
66.7k 63s 995ms 2,281ms

200k
2k 10s 27ms 62ms

2.9GB20k 58s 275ms 626ms
122.8k 178s 2,003ms 4,567ms

500k
2k 15s 26ms 59ms

4.8GB20k 114s 266ms 609ms
200k 523s 2,720ms 6,232ms

2M
2k 22s 27ms 60ms

12.5GB20k 148s 255ms 609ms
200k 601s 3,957ms 7,232ms

Table 2: Timings and memory consumption on the observatory point
cloud. We measure computation times for the three main steps: optimization
(Opt.), encoding (Enc.) and decoding (Dec.), and peak memory consump-
tion throughout all three steps.

ing/decoding. We first generate four versions of the observatory
point cloud via random point simplification, with 100k, 200k, 500k
and 2M points. In Table 2, the optimization step includes the con-
struction of the binary space partition (BSP) and the search for op-
timal planes (90% of the time).

Note how such a step consumes most of the computation times,
even if it is performed offline. The peak memory consumption is
indicated for the entire encoding/decoding sequence. In terms of ef-
ficiency, our decoder (online) is 15 times slower than the baselines,
and the encoder (offline) is around three orders of magnitude slower
mainly due to the search of optimal bisecting planes. Compared to
the baselines [DG00, Dra], our prototype implementation one or-
der of magnitude more memory-intensive, mainly due to the gen-
eral BSP data structure that needs to represent the geometry of all
cells instead of being implicit as in octrees or kD-trees. In addition,
our BSP caches many intermediate geometric primitives and val-
ues used for encoding (plane equations, covariance matrices, cell
volumes, etc.). Finally the memory consumption is measured for
the full pipeline: BSP optimization, quantization, entropy coding,
entropy decoding, dequantization, BSP reconstruction, point cloud
reconstruction, and performance measurement. This pipeline con-
tains a duplication of the BSP data structure (before compression
and after reconstruction). For decompression scenarios in a produc-
tion environment, only entropy decoding, dequantization, BSP re-
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Figure 14: Progressive compression of the observatory point cloud. Top:
We plot the rate-distortion curves for three approaches. Our method is ef-
fective at decreasing distortion at very low bitrates. Bottom: we depict the
reconstructed point clouds during decompression at three rate level for each
method (marked on the top curve with 1©, 2© and 3©). At low bitrates 1©,
our approach generates some outliers but the reconstruction already shows
details of the geometric structure of the scene such as the path between the
trees. These details are less visible with other approaches. For medium bi-
trates 2©, the dome and stairs are identified in our approaches and do not
appear in others. For high bitrates 3©, our dome reconstruction exhibits
less voxelization artifacts that other approaches.

construction and point cloud reconstruction is necessary and in this
case the memory usage is mostly impacted by the BSP structure
1.8GB for 2M points. We expect that an optimized version would
further reduce memory consumption .

4. Conclusion

We introduced a new framework for progressive compression of
3D point clouds, based on general binary space partitioning (i.e.,
via asymmetric and non axis-aligned planar bisections). The con-
struction of the said partition is driven by a novel entropy criterion

3

3

2 3
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2
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1

1

Ours

[DG00]

Draco

1 2 3

BLL

Figure 15: Progressive compression of the oil pump point cloud. For
lower bitrates 1©, the general appearance and circular structures of the
pump are already present in our reconstruction while it is still vague for
other methods. The cylindrical parts and the base are already present. For
medium bitrates 2©, our approach generates few outliers but much fewer
voxel artifacts compared to the baselines. A similar observation holds For
higher bitrates 3©.
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Figure 16: Progressive compression of the rhino point cloud. For low bi-
trates 1©, our method generates outliers but the perceived topology such as
the tunnel between the rock and belly of the rhino is already better recov-
ered than the baselines. In addition, the rock stand is already well oriented
and its geometry better approximated. For medium bitrates 2©, our method
already recovers the horns and ears of the rhino and better separates the
plant from the ground. For high bitrates 3©, the point cloud is faithfully
reconstructed for all approaches, but many aliasing artifacts are visible on
the baselines due to the axis-aligned BSP data structure. These artifacts are
especially visible on the back, tail, horns and ears of the rhino.

that favors the generation of cells of the partition that are either full
or empty. For each cell subject to bisection, we perform an adaptive
quantization of the space of candidate bisecting planes, and search
for the optimal plane within the discrete solution space. A prin-
cipal component analysis of the cell provides us with a means to
adapt the above quantization process, and to determine the default
(predicted) bisecting plane. The output bitstream is mainly gener-
ated by interlacing two types of encoded information: the bisecting
planes and the cardinality of the cells. While encoding the bisect-
ing planes has a cost compared to previous work that rely upon
implicit (axis-aligned and symmetric) planes [DG00], our experi-
ments show that it provides a clear benefit in terms of rate-distortion
tradeoff and voxelization artifacts, especially for low bitrates where
compression is notoriously difficult.

Limitations. One limitation of our approach lies in the discrete
solver for finding the optimal bisecting planes. Despite our efforts
to explore gradient-descent, hierarchical or gradient-free optimiza-
tion, our experiments revealed that brute-force optimization yields
the best trade-offs between quality of the solutions (value of the ob-
jective function) and computation times. Another limitation comes
from the simplification made to accelerate the evaluation of the en-
tropy criterion used for bisecting. While such a simplification op-
erates fine in most cases, refining it for cells that exhibit a very
non-uniform sampling would improve accuracy. Lastly since our
entropic metric is based on an estimation of local point cloud den-
sity, it could under-perform in case of non-uniform point sampling.
though we still have interesting performances for the observatory
point cloud (a non-uniformly sampled LIDAR point cloud) the re-
sults could vary with a more aggressive disparity in the sampling
uniformity.

Future work. In future work, we wish to explore other optimiza-
tion methods to find optimal bisecting planes in shorter times. We
also wish to replace the current default root cell (bounding box)
with a tighter convex polyhedron of arbitrary degree, but determin-
ing the optimal degree (and related polyhedron) that would yield
better rate-distortion curves is still an open problem. Finally, we
wish to explore non-uniform sampling processes for the cells dur-
ing decoding. Our current approach resorts to uniform sampling to
reflect the available information for a single cell. However, since
we know the cardinality of all cells of the partitions, one possible
direction would be to use machine learning for regressing a prob-
ability density function from the current context available for the
decoder (BSP partition and cardinality information). Transmitting
additional information about the density function would be a valid
option for reducing distortion and possibly better predict bisections.
Nevertheless, exploring the trade-off between (lossy) encoding of
such a PDF and reducing distortion would be another significant
challenge.
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1 2 3

Figure 17: Pointwise distortion. We visually compare the point-to-point
distance with the baselines using a rainbow color ramp (red = large, blue =
small error) and a common range, for different bitrates. Top: Our method.
Middle-Top row: [dg-00]. Middle-Bottom: Draco. Bottom: [BLL*06] Left:
Low bitrate. Middle: medium bitrate. Right: High bitrate. Although our ap-
proach tends to generate more outlier noise, its tight “sandwiching” ca-
pability yields a more faithful reconstruction, as already confirmed by the
rate-distortion curves.

0 86

Figure 18: Distribution of distortion. We plot the distribution of the two-
sided point-to-point L2 error metric for the three approaches on the rhino
point cloud (highest resolution, 3©) from Figure 17. The same scale is ap-
plied for each plot, Note that for our method, the first column peaks at 68%
but is cropped for improved readability of all graphs.
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A. Covariance matrix of a polyhedron

Our method repeatedly requires to estimate the dimensions of con-
vex 3D polyhedral cells along three mutually orthogonal axes. We
perform a principal component analysis by computing the covari-
ance matrix of the cells in closed form and its eigenvalues [GAP08].
More specifically, we decompose each convex polyhedron cell into
a set of tetrahedra (by staring from an arbitrary vertex) and compute
its covariance matrix as follows:

for a set of n Tetrahedron composed of the four vertices

Vi = {v1(x1,y1,z1),v2(x2,y2,z2),v3(x3,y3,z3),v4(x4,y4,z4)}

CP =
n

∑
i=1

[
|As|Asi M0AT

si +msi

(
csiV

T
si +Vsi c

T
si −VsiV

T
si

)]
− 1

(∑n
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∑
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T
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) (14)

M0 =

 1/60 1/120 1/120
1/120 1/ 60 1/120
1/120 1/120 1/60


Asi =

 x2− x1 x3− x1 x4− x1
y2− y1 y3− y1 y4− y1
z2− z1 z3− z1 z4− z1


Vsi = [x1,y1,z1]

T

B. Fibonacci sampling

The Fibonacci unit sphere sampling generates a serie of points sam-
pled on the unit sphere S2. This approach uniformly samples the z
axis and the angle around the z axis to generate a set of points on
S2 :

S∫ = {(x,y,z)| z = 1− k
n−1

,

x = arcos(z) · cos(k ∗θg),

y = arcos(z) · sin(k ∗θg),

where n denotes the number of samples, k ∈ [[0,n−1]] and θg
denotes the golden angle π.(3−

√
5).

(a) 16 samples (b) 32 samples (c) 64 samples

(d) 128 samples (e) 256 samples (f) 512 samples

Figure 19: Fibonacci sphere sampling. Each facet normal corresponds to
a sampled normal direction from the Fibonacci sequence. The figure depicts
a full sphere but we quantize only the half-sphere in practice.

C. Volume correction.

When a cell become skinny, considering the entire volume of a ball
per point rapidly “fills” its space, limiting the quality of the entropy
metric. We thus use a volume correction term based on the cell di-
mensions estimated from volumetric principal component analysis
computed in closed form (see Annex). More specifically, eigenval-
ues of the cell’s covariance matrix enable estimating the local cell
dimensions along the pca axes (ψ1,ψ2,ψ3) (Equation 8):

where P1,2,3 are the three eigenvalues of the principal component
analysis of the volume of the cell.

For each dimension value ψd , we consider the volume of the ball
cropped by two symmetrically placed planes at distance ψd from
the ball center. This way, the volume of the ball is reduced when
one or several dimensions of the cell are smaller than the sampling
distance rε.

We then define the volume correction for one dimension Rd as:

Rd = min
(

1, 1− 1
2
·
(

ψd
rε

3
−3 · ψd

rε

+2
))

, (15)

and the full volume correction R f as:

R f = R1 ·R2 ·R3. (16)

The above correction enables the entropic metric to remain reli-
able when a cell dimension become too small (flat cell or pencil-
like cell).

Figure 6 depicts a recursive bisection sequence in 2D guided by
the entropic metric (eq. 6). We observe that this approach tends to
favor bisections that remove empty space or maximize homogene-
ity of point distributions in sub-cells.
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